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What Customer Want 

The Retractable Screen industry has been steadily growing 
ion the United States for the past 15 years.  Savvy and 
informed homeowners are inquiring and driving the need 
for Retractable Screens and as such Retractable Screens 
are quickly becoming the screening system of choice.  The 
demand increase for Retractable Screens is growing and a 
continuation of the pattern is highly likely for some time 
to come.  There is a tremendous window of opportunity to 
partner off  with us and begin to serve this appetite for 
Retractable Screens in you market.  

Introduction 

Customers are looking for something different. 
They are looking  for a screen door  solution:   

  
1. That doesn’t detract their view; 
2. That maintains décor;  
3. That’s practical and easy to operate; 
4. That’s unobtrusive, yet functional; 
5. That blends in with the door frame; 
6. That’s maintenance and hassle free. 
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Our Partners 

 

 

Liberty Screens is a strong 
leader in the Retractable 
Screens industry and is 
committed to providing high 
quality Retractable Screen  
Solutions. 

Who are we? 

Partnering of with  us will 
ensure that your valued 
customers are getting 
nothing but the best of 
service from beginning to end. Our existing network of 
distribution partners enjoy healthy margins and unparallel 
service and support.  As a potential new partner rest 
assured that you will have the best technical and 
marketing support for along time to come.  We recognize 
that the best Partnerships are ones based on mutual 
understanding of the marketplace and timely delivery of 
product and services.  
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Contact Information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Vision 
 

To be the number 1 provider of Retractable 
Screens in the Markets we serve with a 
determined focus on our customers and 
distribution partners.  

Company:  Liberty Screens, Inc 
 
Office Address :  1481 Chain Bridge Rd. Suite 101 
                               Mclean, VA 22101 
 
Telephone Numbers: 
                          Tel:  703.992.7001 
                          Fax: 703.340.8929 
                          Cell: 571.237.7311 
 
Website:  www.libertyscreens.com  

 
Key contact: David Fikre, Director of Business Development 
          e-mail: dfikre@libertyscreens.com                    
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A beautiful addition to any home, a front door should be welcoming 
and inviting.  With a Liberty Screen installed on your front door, you will 
be able to truly ventilate your home from front to back without having 
to worry about pesky bugs and/or constantly running into screens.  

FRONT DOORS 



 
 
  
              

            

OVERSIZED SINGLE DOORS 

Oversized doors add an element of  class and elegance to a home.  Liberty 
Screens can be custom installed on any oversized door with little or no 
modification.  With a  sleek designed housing,  Liberty Screens  are 
unobtrusive and  hardly noticeable. 
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BACK KITCHEN DOORS 

When it’s time to cook inside or grill outside, opening up your kitchen 
door for ventilation will give you  a nice atmosphere to enjoy your food 
without having to share it with pesky bugs and  mosquitoes. 
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Ideal for any front entry way, Liberty Screens are quickly becoming 
the screening system of choice for most homeowners looking to try 
something different other than a storm door.  With a sleek and 
revolutionary design, you won't even know your screen is there 
until you engage it.  

Quality Retractable Screens 

FRONT DOOR-WITH SIDELIGHTS 
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When real-estate is really limited, an Out-Swing door is a practical 
solution.   A Liberty Screen is a perfect solution because of its ability to 
retract out of the way when not in use.  Since the screen door is 
engaged on demand, your interior décor  and ambiance is maintained.  

OUT-SWING SINGLE DOOR 
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Liberty Screens can be installed on the outside of your double door frame 
allowing you to fully and completely screen any  Out-Swing Double French 
Door.  Maintain your view without having to compromise  décor & esthetics. 

IN-SWING DOUBLE FRENCH DOORS 
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Whether it’s an In-Swing or Out-Swing Double French Door, Liberty 
Screens can be installed  without compromising  the view and/or the 
décor .  With a smooth housing profile, our screens roll out when you 
need them and roll back into a stylish housing when you don’t.  Its that 
simple!  

OVERSIZED DOUBLE FRENCH DOORS 
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Liberty Screens can be installed on the inside of you door frame providing 
ventilation without the hassles of a traditional hinged screen door.  Your 
Liberty Screens will smoothly  roll out when you need them a silently roll 
back when you don’t. Once installed you won’t even k now they’re there. 

OUT-SWING DOUBLE FRENCH DOORS 
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A Liberty Screen is a 
modern solution to the 
age old problem of the 
sliding screen door.  
Liberty Screens are 
installed on outside 
middle post and roll 
out of the silk housing 
to screen only the 
opening and not the 
entire view.  

PATIO SLIDERS 
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If you live in condo or have a vacation home at the beach, you know the 
view is everything. You can do away with that malfunctioning sliding 
screen door that’s blocking your view and install a Liberty Screen that’s 
unobtrusive, smooth and worry free to operate.  

OVERSIZED PATIO SLIDERS 
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Feature  & Benefits 

 

 

 

Screen rolls out of its housing when in use and 

retracts back when not in use. 

Installed only by factory trained professionals. 

Various screen fabrics to choose from ranging 

from insect mesh to solar mesh. 

Powder Coated to give you the best possible 

designer finish that doesn’t chip or fade away 

with time. 

230 Custom colors fro you to choose from 

10 year Warranty on the screen itself (Super 

Screen Only) 

Lifetime Warranty on the housing and internal 

components including spring mechanism, plastic 

and nylon parts. 

Patented Speed reducer  will  slow the speed 

of retraction making it safe for anyone to 

operate. 

Extruded in 1/8” thick aluminum housing 

resulting in  a long lasting glossy finish. 

Teflon baked in the track so you don’t have to 

spray silicone in the track as frequent. 
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Mesh Options 

 

 

 

We have three standard mesh options which are 18 X 14 
Charcoal, 18 X 14 Black and 18 X 14 Super Screen. We 
recommend Super Screen for all new customers due to the 
sheer strength and warranty of the fabric.  Additionally, it is the 
most neutralizing and see through fabric we have available.   As 
an added value, a customer wishing to have solar screen mesh 
instead of insect screen mesh,  can do so as an upgrade.  

18 X 14 Charcoal (Nylon) 
•2 Year normal wear and tear 
warranty 

 

18 X 14 Black (Nylon) 
•2 Year normal wear and tear 
warranty 

18 X 14 Super Screen (Fiberglass) 
•10 year wear and tear warranty 
•Pet friendly 
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COLORS 

Our Retractable Screens come in a variety of standard 
designer colors for you to choose from.   For customer that 
want to add that extra touch, we do have  a custom color 
program in place that will allow you to match your Liberty 
Screens with your door or trim color. 



Double Doors           75”-98”                 Max width of 110” 
(Two Units)               98”-110”               Max width of 88” 
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Available Sizes 

 

 

 

Our Screens are customized and built to order right 
here in the USA.  They can be modified and installed in 
virtually any single or double door opening. 

Single Door               75”-98”                 Max width of 55” 
(One unit)                 98”-110”               Max Width of 44” 

Single Sliders             75”-98”                 Max width of 110” 
(One Unit)                  98”-110”               Max width of 88” 

Double Sliders           75”-98”                 Max width of 110” 
(Two Units)               98”-110”               Max width of 88” 



 
 
  
              

            

 

Contact Information 
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Company:  Liberty Screens, Inc 
 
Office Address :  1481 Chain Bridge Rd. Suite 101 
                               Mclean, VA 22101 
 
Telephone Numbers: 
                          Tel:  703.992.7001 
                          Fax: 703.760.0999 
                          Toll: 888.662.8477 
 
Website:  www.libertyscreens.com  

 
Key contact: David Fikre, Director, Business Development 
                        Morgan Snader, Administrative Assistant 
                        Aida Armor, Office Manager 
                        Carlos Camayo, Install Coordinator 
           
Customer Service:  Morgan Snader 
                     e-mail:  officeadmin@libertyscreens.com 
 
                 

 
            
 


